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Introduction 
Let me introduce myself. 1叩 1Takato Natsui， professor at the Faculty of Law of Meiji 
University. 1 am visiting YamagataCity， thecity ofmy almamater， forthe firsttime in 10 years. From 
Yamagata Station， 1could see huge new buildings and was su叩risedto find the city totaly urbanized. 
1 graduated from the Faculty of Humanities at Yamagata University in 1978. The 
department structure being di貸erentat that time， 1 was a law major at the Department of Economics. 
Though 1 was a law m司jor，half of my course credits were in economics， and the remaining half in law. 
1 mainly studied economic history and Hicks' economic血eory.As for law， 1studied Corporation Law 
under Professor Eiji Kakizaki， who specialized in Commercial Law. 
1 s匂市dto study for the National Legal Examination after graduating from the university. 
Following training at伽 LegalTraining and Research Institute， 1became ajudge. Now， 1am working 
ωa university professor， after my retirement合'omthe bench a few years ago. 
Some ofyou are planning to take the bar exam， orother examinations for legal qualifications. 
1 would like to give you， my junior fellows， one piece of advice based on my own experience; you wil 
never pass an exam unless you have in your mind a clear image ofyour fuωre. When 1 decided to take 
the bar exam， 1did not set my goal at passing the exam. My goal was to become ajudge. 80，1偽ought
about how much education 1 would need to become a judge. The bar exam is only one step in the 
process to become ajudge， and you need to p蹴 theexam as仕lefirst part ofachieving this goal. Not 
once did 1 think that passing the exam was my finallanding pla叩.1 aimed higher. Some of you are 
intending to take various certification exams. If， however， your sole pu叩oseis to obtain good scores 
in your exams， you may lose your drive or encounter insurmountable wals. When you have a clear 
vision about what kind ofwork you want to do and how you want to live your lives， you wil be able to 
hold on， even when you fel discouraged. 
Overview of Today's Lec旬開
Toda:ぉ1wil give my lecture with the aid ofMicrosoft PowerPoint slides. 
As shown in Slide 2， my speech wil st町twith the topic“What is Legal Informatics?" 
followed by“The Underlying Philosophy of Legal Informatics，"“Su吋ectMatters in Legal 
Informatics，"“Legal Issues，"“Outlook for the Future，" and the ∞nclusion. 
To begin with， 1 believe you need some explanation about what legal informatics is， so1 
would like to talk about my concept of legal informatics， and then introduce how legal informatics is 
1 See Curriculum Vitae in this Review. 
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vi巴wedin some universities that provide ∞urses named legal informatics. A食erthat， 1would like to 
explain the philosophy oflegal informatics， based on my own ideas about legal informatics， aswell as 
the su吋ectmatters of the discipline. 1 hop巴itwill deepen your understanding of what creates legal 
issues when you see things from this angle. Lastly， 1wil¥ present my own perspective regarding what 
issues legal informatics should， orneed to， deal with in the future. 
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Slide 2; Table of Contents 
What is Legal Informatics? 
First of al， 1would Iike to explain my idea about legal informatics.“Legal informatics in 
thesubst組 tialsense，" as shown in Slide 3， indicates that the discipline handles legal information合'om
the perspective of informatics. 
There are many ways tounderstand informatics. The lecture 1 am giving now is one type of 
information so町田.The medium for information in use here is “sound." As you know， sound is a kind 
of air vibration. When 1 finish speaking， the air stops vibrating， and you will not hear an州ling
anymore. Electronic mail messages you send and receive on yoぽ cellularphones remain for a certain 
period of time. The medium used in cellular phones， nameJy， computer memory， is more stable白血
sound， sothe messages remain in your phone unless the m喝netismdies out. However， althe 
information in出ememory will probably be lost if it is exposed to a powerful magnet， which might 
also destroy the cel phone itself. Something printed on paper is much more stable than that， and lasts 
about 2，000 Y巴ぽswhenprop巴r1ymaintained. Stil， it can and will be reduced to ash in a fire. 1 believe 
that the longest-lasting medium in history is the clay tablets unearthed in Mesopotamia. Even after 
several thousands ofyears when today's computer civi1zatIon perishes， some legible c1ay tablets will 
be dug up somewhere in the region. In contrast， mail messag巴Son your cellular phones will probably 
become i1Iegible in less甘lanfive 抑制dueto model changes. You might think you are living in a veη 
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stabl巴world，but in fact， you are in a quite impermanent world. Each moment you live might be as 
甘ansientas my voice， which is nothing but vibrations of air. 
What is Legat I nformatics 
• examines means to use legal 
• what the best form of legal ir:tformatlon 
副 Legalinformatics in a formal sense 
• courses cur陀ntlygiven under the name 
inforπlatics" 
~ Legal Re闇『由(Inforri1atics，Librarian 
~ Cybe巾w(InformatlohLaw) 
8lide 3; What is Legal Informatics 
However， what is important is not the media by which information is conveyed， but rather， 
the content ofthe information itse1f. 80me ofyou might be interested in what 1 am talking about now， 
and some might be feeling bored. You find my lecture either interesting or boring based on the content 
of my talk. Perhaps， noone here will be intrigued with my lecture on也egrounds that 1 have a ple脳血t
VOlce. 
In short， what matters with information is its content， and media is nothing more血ana
means for conveying the content. 
From the standpoint of legal informatics， which examines the basic structure of lega1 
infomiation， law is perceived to be a kind ofinformation. Also， legal information seenぉ information
can be approached from two aspects， the form and the content. 80， itcould be said that legal 
informatics is close to philosophy or logic， ormore like psychology， rather than belonging to legal 
studies. However， since the discipline handles legal information as its su吋ectmatter， you do not 
unders凶ldwhat it is that you are studying， without having knowledge，巴xperienceand some basic 
ideas or philosophy about lega1 studies. About half of what is handled in legal informatics is rel蹴 dω
jurisprudence. 
Next， what does it mean when we say that legal informatics“examines me叩 sto use legal 
information，" as is printed on the slide? 
Law is one ofthe rules ofsociety， and one with a special nature. 
For example， assume you decided to hold a get-together wi由 youruniversity circ1e 
members. This is a promised appointment， soyou have made up a rule there. Ifyou should break the 
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rule dictating that the members get together at a restaurant at a specific time on a specific date， you 
would be subject to sanction (penalty) from the other members，' who would not invite you to a 
get-together next time. You would deserve the ostracism as you and the others rnade up the rule 
together. However， such a rule being no rnore than a prornise about a get-together， you would be able 
to change the rule anytime， just by saying sornething Iike “Let's canceI the party as sorne ofus cannot 
rnake it，" or “We are on a tight budget， so let's go to a cheaper restaurant." It is a rule that c阻 be
changed anytime. 
In contrast， law is a rule that should be observed in the s甘ictestway， and you can be 
punished if you break the law. AIso， changing an existing law is rather laborious，ωany change in a 
law requires an amendment bil to be subrnitted and approved in the Diet. Even when attempting to 
change a law that you believe unconstitutional， you would have to spend years to have it reach the 
Suprem巴Courtto finally have it be adjudged void. Law is a rule血atcannot be easily changed‘ 
To put it thc other way around， law is one of the rnost significant rule systerns in society. 
Thus， 1believe it is of great irnportance to consider how to describe such significant rules and how to 
store or record these rules. 
Pursuing this idea further， we would eventua11y have to study what kind of legal information 
is needed and what the best form of legal information should be. 
All of you have seen the Cornpendium of Laws. Should there be a合巴shmanwho could 
understand a11 the provisions wri悦 nin that book， 1 would praise that student ω血eskies， but this is 
totally unthinkable. 1 am a legal professional， working as a practicing lawyer while teaching law at a 
university. Nonetheless， a nurnber of lega1 texts put rne at a loss as to how to interpret the logical 
s凶 ctureor'the me叩 i喝，although 1 unders凶ldeach single word written there or each sentence in a 
gramrnaticaI sense. Quite a few staωtory texts are difficult to understand even after conternplating 
them at Iength. Even when 1 try to clari守myquestions by asking government officiaIs in charge of 
Iegislation， they often refuse to give me su缶cientexplanation， giving me nonsensical answers like 
“I've forgotten that." 80， some lega1 texts are unclear to professionaIs， asweIl. Leaving things as they 
are is a controversial issue，剖d1 wi1 discuss that in more detai! later. 
What 1 have talked about so far is the idea of legal informatics in a substantiaI sense a 
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telecommunications. It is not uncommon that students are studying cyber law or information law in a 
course named legal informatics. This is what legal informatics is， byits formal definition. 
Legal Informatics in a Substantial Sense 
1 myself teach a ∞urse titled“Legal Informatics" at Meiji University， and it is focused on 
dealing wi也legalinformatics in a substantial sense. 
My lecture series at the university covers what might have been taught in a course of 
Constitutional Law， inthe pω1. Topics such as how to secure voting rights (the right to participate in 
politics) or what it means when one says血at“sovereigntyresets with the people，" were originally 
taught as part of Constitutional Law. The Constitution is a system established about 100 or 200 yeぽS
ago. At that time， there were no computers. Also， al∞nstitutions around the world are based on血e
belief that every individual ∞un'町 isan independent and self-contained entity. This is true for the 
constitution ofthe United States， and the constitution of Japan. They just dictate，“Sovereignty rests 
with the people，" not envisaging anything beyond也at.However， intoday's world (now popul釘ly
termed the “borderless world，") where many things inter-relate regardless ofborders， we cannot turn a 
blind eye to the constitutions or laws of other countries. Of course， one can choose to make .a 
self-contained argument or assumption， but people often get involved， without their knowing， with 
various problems arising beyond their national borders. 
Let me give you an example. 1 am using the Hotmail service ofMicrosoft (MSN.) When 1 
do nothing to prevent it， hundreds of spam mail messages tlood my Hotmail account. Half of those 
messages seem to be a pぽtof some fraudulent business， promising things such as“This wi1 build up 
yourmuscle唱，"or“You wi1 be an instant mi1ionaire， ifyou send your application to us." Ifthey were 
coming from sources in Japan， various legislations in Japan that prohibit misrepresentation or 
misleading advertisement could be applied to punish or regulate such sources. However， most ofthe 
spam mail delivered to a Hotmail a∞ount is sent from the United States. The United States does have 
some regulations for such mail， but if 1 wanted to have senders of spam mail punished， 1would have to 
go al the way to the Untied States spending several hundreds ofthousands ofyen， and stay there for a 
few months， just to file a suit. This would be too much of a burden for me. So， 1just have to let them 
dowhattheyぽ巴doing.Many people do cぽ'eabout this situation，出ough.Legal professionals have to 
think， then， about what should be done. That is our responsibility. 
Philosophy of Legal Informatics 
My concept of legal informatics is based on a certain philosophy. 
For example， assume you are to study what should be researched and how this should be 
approa，ched in a borderless world. First ofa11， ifyou do not have your own value system， you wi1 not 
be able to judge what is good and what is bad. In a world where conventional ∞ncepts， suchω 
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sovereignty resting with the p回ple，do not function as criteria of judgment， it is important to 
determine what you should use for yo町 owncriteria. 
1 believe出副社lereexist a certain number of rule唖thatcan be accepted， orshould be 
accepted， inany cou曲 yor by any group ofpeople. Such rules can be a foundation when you devise 
your own criteria. A食ermuch trial and error throughout the hisぬryof mankind over thousands of 
ye釘s，some things have been proved， historically， not to be acceptable. In contrast， some things， 
which we are unsure about， have managed to survive. 
For example， nobody has been able to prove whether “democrωy" isa町ulyright principle -
it might be a total falacy. However， it isbelieved to be better than totalitarianism or dictatorship. That 
is why 1 would like to employ democracy as the foundation of my philosophy. 
Background Philosophy 




• Balance between 0柏町tntere指針
• Free Speech F :! 
• Privacy 
.SeαJrity 
• Provider Liability 
Slide 4; Background Phi1osophy 
Democracy is based on severa1 principles. The most important principle is “freedom of 
information，" as 1 have written down on Slide 4. 
Now， assume you became the leader of a circ1e， and you had the responsibility to decide on 
the activities ofthis group for the next year. Ifyou were a110wed to decide on your own， you would 
just develop a schedule of activities by yourself， and that would be白紙.It would be very e箇y.But 
generally， you have to discuss an activity plan with other officers ofthe circle and then seek approva1 
fortheplan合omcirc1e members. Then， when the other members have agreed， theplan can be adopted. 
That is the common process. People who are in a position to take on leadership and to make decisions 
usua11y have al pertinent information about the circle， but the rank and file members do not a1ways 
have as much information as the leaders do. Stil1， ifthey are not given enough information， they wil 
fel at the mercy ofthe executive group. When the leader gives a satisfactory report， saying something 
like “Our tight budget， due to this and that， does not a110w us to do more activities than specified in血is
plan，"血eywil1 understand， orif not， propose new decisions. They might su.路estcollecting more 
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money合'omthe members which they might raise by finding part-time jobs. Lack 'of information 
would not only lead to discontent among the members， but also prevent them from being able to make 
the best choice. 
1 believe this pattem can be applied not only to members of a student circle but also to al the 
larger groups of society. The decisions of people who are provided wi血althe necessary information 
would be better than those made by people who悶 notprivy to sufficient information. Even when 
given enough information， people wil not necessari1y make the right decisions， but a society where 
members are given more合'eaccess to informatio~ is sure to be in a better position to make better 
choices. 
In the United States， access to information in this way has long been believed to constitute a 
right under the Constitution. Also， four or more laws ensuring freedom of information have been 
est油lishedto make sure that this point is c1ear. Particularly， information held by the govemment is 
considered to have been generated by白etax money its p回plepay. This seems ∞mpletely logica1. 
Public oficia1s are living on the taxpayer's money. 1， too， was living on taxpayer's money when 1 was 
working as a judge. Nobody is happy to pay taxes. People are ∞mpelled to pay tax， and public 
oficia1s釘'emaking a living on血emoney people reluctantly hand out.' But tax money is definitely not 
intended to be an asset ωindividual public oficia1s. lt should be an asset to the taxpayers. This idea 
is commonly accepted in the Untied States and in advanced countries in Europe. 
Thus， it isand should be believed that the包xpayersshould be able to access and leam about 
what has been produced with their tax dolars. However， this way of thinking is not so common in 
Japan. 
Although the situation has changed since September 1 2002， inthe severa1 times before 
that when 1 visited the United States， citizens were allowed to visit the Oval Office to look at the inside. 
They even had a chance to touch a chair former President Clinton had used. The underlying idea was 
that people should be provided with an opportunity to inspect， at any time， whether their tax money 
was prop巴rlyused， because their tax money wωused to construct and maintain the White House， as
well邸 toprovide salaries for al the staf working there. Depriving people of such an oppo比四ity
would be considered undemocratic. 
In judging whether a country is democratic or not，出巴 degreeof fre access a110wed to 
public institutions can be usedωa good indicatof. 1 believe that this cleぽlyshows ifthe country is a 
democratic society or no1. 
In my opinion， Japan cannot be called a democratic coun町"in the true sense，ぉ such
freedom of access is not genera11y granted. 
Such being the situation， 1would Iike to show in detail that securing freedom of information 
is one of the basic philosophies of lega1 informatics. As 1 have a1ready explained， law is a most 
important rule in our daily Iife， soknowing under which rules we are Iiving is a basic human right. 
Therefore， establishing a right of access to lega1 information should be one ofthe prim釘yobjectives 
of legal informatics. 
Furthermore， ifwe consider legal informatics as one 
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knowledge gained through such various examinations and studies， anideal process of establishing 
future law should be taken inωconsideration as part ofthe phi1osophy of legal informatiω. 
Balance with Other Interests 
Meanwhi1e， there are other kinds of企eedomor interests important to human beings. 
Humans are very complicated beings and human society， comprised of such complicated beings， is 
evermore ∞mplicated. Each individual has his or her own wish about how things should， orshould 
not be. 80me people might want to be indifferent to what is happening around them. Everyone is 
very different. Also， human beings are affected by their ever-ch叩gingmoods. What bothers them at 
a certain time may not matter at a11， on another occasion. Humans .are unstable beings. 80，出e
pursuit of freedom of information might sometimes ∞nflict with other interests， and ignoring the 
rights of others could lead to the tota1 collaps巴ofthedemocracy we are aIl:ning to achieve. 
1 wil1 il1ustrate this point further， s旬pby step along with 8lide 4， showing some practical 
出血lples.
Balance between Right of Access and Freedom of Expression 
First， let's look at freedom of expression. For example， approving unconditiona1 right of 
access means allowing access to any information， like what you are thinking or what you are going to 
write， forexample. If someone were to say to you，“You are going to write this and that，" or “Youare 
intending ωsay this or血at"when you were about to express yourself， you would fel discouraged 
about speaking up and feellike putting restraint on yourself. 
8uch restraint is called “prior restraint.': When such res回 intis imposed by government 
power， it wi1l lead to censorship. 80， granting un∞nditional right of access a10ne could lead to 
suppression on people trying to express themselves. 
Guaranteeing freedom of speech is a fundamental principle in any democratic society. The 
idea is to encourage debate and di宜erentopinions， soωto adopt the best ones among them. Imposing 
a prior restraint on what someone is trying to express would distort this principle. You would have 
your right of access guar.血.ted，but would not be able to frely express your opinion. 80， we need ω 
draw a line somewhere， tokeep the right balance between freedom of access and freedom of 
information. 
Balance between Right of Access and Privacy 
The next thing to consider is privωy， asshown in the slide. The previous discussion also 
applies to our personallives. Ifunlimited accessωall information were permitted， theright of access 
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would force its way into our own homes. Then， what you do not want others to see might be 
disc1osed， or your own private space might be invaded. 80，“adjustment of privacy" is also 
necess紅y.
Actual1y， protection of privacy carries with it quite a few problems. 
For example， the Japanese Diet has deliberated on the privacy protection bi1， which aims at 
protecting “personal information." Here，“personal information" is defined as information that helps 
identify atr伽 tesof a particular individua1. Thus， information that does not include personal 
identification information does not constitute personal information， ina theoretical sense. Is it real1y 
so， though? When you use a credit card to buy a ωmmodity， the barcode information does not 
involve p巴rsonalidentification information in itself， but the user information on the credit card is 
instant1y linked to the information about the commodity. 8uch linking of information is cal1ed “data 
matching" or “data mining." The data generated in伽.tway is obviously personal information， and 
thus， wi1 be subject to protection by the current bi1. However， the current bi1 does not prohibit the 
act of data matching itself. It can be safe!y said that the main objective of the bil is ωmake 
businesses properly handle privacy information they coIIected， whi1e sti1 aIIowing them to freely 
coIIect such information. 1 fmd some inconsistency there. Of course， most corporations would not be 
ableto c訂ryon their businesses， should collection of private information be uniformly banned. Here， 
freedom of access to customer information on the side of corporation runs counter to the right of 
privacy of the individual. This is a highly difficult prob!em. 
Right of Access and Security 
The n侃 tpoint is security. 8ecurity is not a matter of concept; it needs to be actually 
implem巴nted. Implementation means having security measures function on a practica! !eveI. 
For example， when you use a computer system in the university， the Information Center or a 
simi1ar institution usually manages security measures so that the system wiI1 be protected仕om
computer virus or hacking by outside attackers. 
Som巴 ofthe security information should be disclosed; namely， basic information and 
poIicies as to what出esystem can or cannot do. 1 believe a user's right of access to that kind of 
information should be protected. 
However， should al the detai1ed information regarding programs or devices implemented in 
the system be disclosed， it would be Iike tel1ing attackers where vulnerabi1ty that can be e民ctively
attacked exists. 80， information about some of the programs or devices implemented in the system 
cannot be disc¥osed. 
AIso， the name of a security person cannot be disc10sed in some cases. Were a person in 
charge of security to be bribed， regrettably， the whole system would be exposed to potential takeover. 
The identity ofthe administrator should be kept secret， when need be. 




Democracy in Network Society 
Now， you might be wondering why security comes up in a ta1k about democracy. It is re1ated 
to the fact that one of the characteristics of the modem wor1d isthat it is a network society. In危ct，
various aspects in your dai1y lives are supported by networks. 
Let us take a celular phone錨 anexamp1e. Te1ephone cals or mai1 exchange cannot be 
made just with two transceivers. The radio wave sent from any cellu1ar phone， whether the device is of 
a DoCoMo brand or J-Phone brand， is first connected to a server， ora ∞mputer center， and也en，sent 
on to reach白ecelu1ar phone of the other pぽty.Two cellu1ar phones do not direct1y communicate 
with each other， unlike wa1kie-ta1kies. So， ifthe network system working as a medium between 
cellular phones breaks down， your dai1y life is inconvenienced. And one ofthe obstructions wi1 be 
the deprivation ofthe opportunity to合間1yexpress your opinion. 
Simi1ar1y， the govemment system is current1y depending on a network system for it to 
function smooth1y. 
The management system ofthe Basic Resident Register scheme is one example， and the data 
management system for tax service or rea1 property registration is another. In recent ye釘s，a 10t of 
public biddings conducted by the centra1 or 10ca1 govemments are a1so being made avai1able though a 
network system. 1 have heard白atvoting wil a1S0 be avai1able via a network system in the near future. 
This means that a certain part of the cuπent democratic system -1 mean， democracy as a 
substantia1 system rather出回 democracyin an ideological sense -exists in a computer system. 
Should the system be destroyed， there would be tota1 disaster. Inarguably， a certain part of也巴
foundation of democracy would be 10s1. 
Of ∞urse， a computer system has its good and bad ωpects. When left in the hands of a 
person wi白badintent， it can be used to destroy democracy. In Iight of the fact曲目twe are actua1ly 
using a network system to express ourselves or our views and to eventua1ly exchange opinions， as
indicated in the example of cel phones， protecting network security is equivalent to protecting a 
certain portion of the foundation of a democratic society. This is where the need for adjusting the 
balance arises. 
Responsibility of Service Providers 
The same subject leads ωthe issue of“service provider responsibility." 
Any telecommunication ∞mpany， incIuding DoCoMo and J-Phone， first accumu1ates 
contents of te1ephone cals or e-mai1 messages in a serve巳andthen distributes the data to individua1 
phones. Your mai1box is located within the server， not within your celu1ar phone. Youjust access the 
mai1box in the server to check messages for you. The organizations and ∞中orationsm聞 aging血e
mai1boxes for tens of thousands of peop1e are genera11y ca1led “providers." In Japan， J-Phone， 
DoCoMo and Nifty are some ofthe most well-known providers. 
Theword “provider" in this ∞ntextmeans “those who provide service" or “corporations or 
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organizations who provide service." Providers manage the information c.onsigned合'.omtheir 
cust.omers. 
Inf.ormati.on ∞nsigned t.o pr.oviders can sometimes include harmful informati.on. Providers 
wh.o accept harmful inf.ormati.on int.o their keeping or discl.ose such information c.ould be obliged t.o 
take resp.onsibility飴 apr.ovider. Not .only that， provider resp.onsibility towards users als.o arises when 
pr.oviders do n.ot manage inf.ormati.on entrusted to them pr.operly. If a pr.ovider had t.o take ful 
resp.onsibility f.or everything under their supervisi.on， n.ob.ody w.ould want t.o be in白紙 business
because .ofthe burden it inv.olves. Or， althe pr.oviders w.ould be f.orced t.o g.o .out ofbusiness， which 
w.ould disrupt network s.ociety. Such risks always accompany the pr.ovider industry. Thus， it is 
necessary t.o establish a reas.onable standard白紙drawscertain lines ab.out issues .of resp.onsibility; 
demarcating the areas .of self-resp.onsibility and pr.ovider resp.onsibility， ordictating the area in which 
n.ob.ody sh.ould be held resp.onsible. 
Since pr.ovider resp.onsibility is not an apparent issue ofnetw.ork society， asis the pr.oblem .of 
security， itis a kind of invisible pr.oblem in discussi.ons .of democracy. It is a significant issue in 
network s.ociety， th.ough. Freed.om.of inf.ormati.on w.ould be threatened if we failed t.o keep the right 
balance here. 
1 have discussed rather dificult issues， sos.ome ofy.ou may be feeling dr.owsy. 1 previ.ously 
said that these kinds .of issues， which sh.ould have been .or were handled in a ∞urse .of Constitutional 
Law， need to be examined in legal inf.ormatics. The very reas.on lies in what 1 have just explained; we 
need to review various social backbones that we did n.ot have t.o pay much attention t.o bef.ore the 
advent .of network society. Otherwise， we wil be unable ωtell if our basic human rights are pr.operly 
protected or n.ot This is the envir.onment we釘'enow living in. 
Legal inf.ormatics examines恥 situationfrom this angle. 
In 10 or 20 years， legal informatics may be日bsorbedinto Constitutional Law devel.oped for 
the new age. T.o me， that s.ometimes seems h.ow things sh.ould be， idealy. But until that day c.omes， 1 
w.ould like t.o pursue my study in this field s.o asωfulfill my resp.onsibility as a pr.ofesi.onal in legal 
inf.ormatics. 
Further Details 
N.ow， letme explain this phil.os.ophy in further detail. 
1 previously said that even legal pr.ofesi.onals s.ometimes have dificulty understanding what 
a certain text in the Compendium .of Laws means白.oughthey re∞gnize what is written in the text 1 
w.ould like y.ou t.othink ab.out what it means when you say that you“d.o n.ot understand，" that is， the
issue of incomprehensibility. 
When y.ou fmd yo町selfhaving dificulty understanding the study of jurisprudence at 
university， s.ome .of y.ou mi山由ink白紙pr.ofes.ors.or lectur倒的ωblame，because出eirway.of 
teaching is not g.od en.ough. S.ome ofy.ou might decide y.ou釘'en.ot cut out for jurisprudence， opting 
t.o earn the necess釘ycredits in oth巴rsubjects. Or you might exert yourselfto understand because the 
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subject is a compulsoηone. But let's consider血is仕'oma more philosophical angle. 
ln血eexample of how to run a university circle， 1mentioned you have the chance to form 
your own opinion provided that rules are given as information in advance， orthat various kinds of 
information are offered to you. It is the same with legal information. lf you are provided wi出
information about how rules oflaw are made consistent， and ifth巴rulesseem reasonable to you， you 
would have a flrm basis for your judgment. lf you flnd the rules inappropriate in light of the 
inぬ，rmationyou have， you would make e節目sto have it amended. However， when you do not have 
al necessary information， you would not even realize that you are governed by faulty rules. 
80， it is essential for a beter life 白紙informationabout rules is properly supplied. Law， 
above al things， is a very signiflcant rule， which you must observe whether you like it or not. You 
have no choice about that. lfyou do nωfollow the rules， you wil be su吋Eはtopunishment or forced 
to pay damages. 
• Obscu開 legalinforma討。nmeans lack of legal 
information. 
圃 FeudalEra 
To be obedient， notto be noticed 
• Modern Era 
Freedom oflnfurmation 
RuleofLaw 
l'fu.ll~m poena ~1Jr~ /ege. Nul/um crimen sineJege • 
Disclosilre and Discovery 
8lide 5; Details ofPhilosophy 
On 8lide 5， 1 wro飽“obscurelegal information means lack of legal information." lt is 
naturally inferred that legal information must be in a form that is comprehensible to the public， 
because， ifnot， many serious problems arise. 
The judgment that obscure legal information is problematic， is a relative one， not an absolute 
one. It is dependent on a certain， major premise. 8ince 1 believe that democracy is beter白血a
dictatorship， 1 conclude that obscure law is not good. ln a feudal society， however， obscure law might 
be more convenient for a politicalleader. 
1 assume you a11 know血eTV program called “おhyamano Kin-san." 
1 imagine you have a11 seen the program at least once or twice. 1 believe Kin-san was a 
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southern magistrate ofthe city ofEdo. 1 do think he was. Anyway， inthe Tokugawa Period， asouthern 
magis甘ateand a northern magistrate ωok half-year tums to police the city of Edo. One of the two 
magistrate's 0宜iceswas closed for血esix-month period when the other was on duty. Kin-san is said to 
have been a real， respected magistrate called Kinshiro Tohyama. At白紙time，由erewere many laws 
and regulations and in light of those rules， trials w巴reconducted following established procedures. 1 
believe it was not 50 different企omtoday's廿ialsystem. For example， inhanding down a death 
sentence， a magistrate mU5t state something like ''This act constitutes a crime of murder， sothe 
accused 5hal be hanged on a cross." 
However， thetrials depicted in the TV program are rather odd， aren't they? 1 am older出阻
you by 20 ye町'sor more， and 1 have seen the program several hundred times， probablぁNotonce have 
1 seen Kin-san pronouncing，“You are in violation of Article X of Law Y， soyou deserve a death 
sentence." This is obviously strange. Instead， Kin-san in the program dramatically pulls off his 
kimono to show his tato， roaring “Admit that you recognize this storm of cherry blossoms! This 
taロ00j1as witnessed everything!" With the tato of cherry blossoms revealed， themagis回 tedeclares， 
“Yes， you have admitted to your guilt，" and hands down the punishment. This is how the story goes.2 
The accused would never explicitly understand on which grounds they are to be punished. 
In the TV program，出eaudience， who already knows that the accused are bad guys， might 
fel satisfaction in seeing them being punished. In the real world， however， it would probably be 
questioned ifthere was enough evidence to conclude that the accused realy committed the crime. To 
begin with， the reason for punishment must be clarified. 
Have you read“The Trial" written by Franz Kafka? 1 would recommend that you read this 
story during your school days， when you have the energy and time to do such hard reading. Since the 
story has been made into a movie， you could also rent a video. This story begins with the leading 
character arrested and put on trial， alof a sudden. Were 1 inthe shoes of a bad guy in a Kin-san 
episode， it would be Iike a detective unexpectedly町 estingme and dragging me into a ∞urt. Then， a
person called Kinshiro Tohyama would appear and display his tato， yelling “Admit白紙 you
recognize this storm of cherry blossoms!" What would 1 say? 1 guess 1 would say，“Yes， Your Honor， 
1 see t 
2 This program has been one of the most popular and long-lived TV programs in Japan for出epast 
several decades， and the majority of Japanese people hav'e watched this series， at one time or another. 
It might be compared to the legends of Matt Dillon， Daniel Boone and similar folk heroes， in
American culture. Like the c1assic Western， thestory always follows a certain p副ern:in the case of 
Kin~san. the hero disguises himself as a townsman and investigates crimes， and in the ∞町民ofhis
investigation， comes to know some honest and good people. When由esegood people are about to be， 
harmed by some bad person or group， hecome唱totheir rescue and shows offhis tato in合ontofthem. 
Later on， when these baO individuals are brought to trial，ぬeydeny their wrongdoing. Kin-san， now 
appearing as a magistrate， puls 'ofhis kimono and yels these famous and familiar Iines. 
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understand why血eyare being punished. 1 guess leaving things obscure was very expedient for rulers 
in the feudal age. 
This kind of thinking， however， does not hold甘uein our age of democr加 y，and 1 believe 
democracy is a fairer system. Ifwe are unable to veri骨therules ofthe estab!ishment ascribed to us， in
a ∞ncepωal sense， the democracy wil not， basicaIly， beviable. How can you trust courts when you 
do not know under which rules your case wil be judged? Failure to promptIy redress out-of-date laws 
or unfair legislations， might lead to coIlapse ofthe society. 
You might have a vague be!iefthat law is倉田ofmistakes. However， there訂emanylaws 
riddled with mistakes. Let me show you some examples. 1 did not bring docume臨 today，but 1 wil 
ilustrate how they are formulated. U suaIly， a provision in a sぬ，tuteshould end like this，吋nthisor也at
case， it should be like this or that." But 1 have seen a sentence cut off haIf way， without a period. 
Probably， it was a simple typo or something like出at.Such texts reaIly exist. Another example is a 
speciflc budget-related law， where Article 2 stipulated an expense of a million yen for something. The 
bil had only Article 1叩 d2. However， anamending act stipulating revision of Article 3 was somehow 
established. This is a serious eror. In Japan， no govemment organization takes charge of editing and 
publishing the leter ofthe law after revision. The task is ∞mpletely left ωprivate publishers. What is 
issued in the gazette is provisions of an amending act， like “This should be amended to be such and 
such，" not the text with revisions applied. Complete text reflecting revisions by an amending act is 
published in the Compendium of Laws. Private publishers editing the compendiums may flnd 
mistakes in the pro印sof compiling amended law， but they tum a blind eye to the mistakes. There are 
many other laws with such mistakes. 1 know another example that happened about two years ago. A 
certain law was revised twice or three times in a year. A dra丘町in由egovemment who wrote the flrst 
draft overlooked血elatest revision and created amended provisions based upon the older version 
preceding the latest version. That resulted in an amending act not corresponding to the latest one. 
Such an eηor could happen where severaI revisions are made to the same act in a ye低 1heard白紙
there was another would-be error of that kind last year. Fortunately， adirector noticed the mistake 
before it became a serious problem. 
Also， amisprint in the Compendium of 
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in addition to fixing whatever tumed out to be a failure. Leaving an error unredressed is the worst 
choice. 
However， without knowing the existence of an error， we cannot do anything to put it right. 1 
may sound repetitious， but let me point this out one more time: any rule of law is 50 5ignificant that 
even the smallest mistake should be redressed and we should also know where to amend. Law mU5t be 
a c1ear entity in itself. This a1so applies to a budgetary sys旬m，when seeing a budget as a law. 
What 1 have explained so far is often discussed in different釘easof genera1 jurisprudence. 
Different terms are used in different areas， but the underlying principle is the same. 
In criminallaw， forexample， this principle is observed in a doctrine dictating “Nullum poena 
sine lege. Nullum crimen sine lege (Without a law， there is no punishment. Without a law， there is no 
crime.)" This is one ofthe three examples ilustrating difヒrentapplications ofthe principle as shown 
on Slide 5. To put it simply，出isdoctrine， which has several derivative principles， stipulates that a 
certain conduct cannot be characterized or punished as a crime unless so defined， inadvance， byla'机
Moreover， the definition must be done in an unambiguous way， sothat anyone can easily understand 
what conduct constitutes a crime. This is one ofthe basic doctrines you learn in Criminal Law. 
The second application ofthe principle is “notice and hearing." This is sometimes seen in a 
context related to legal procedures， but mainly seen in relation to the Administrative Law. When 
issuing an administrative order imposing a specific obligation on another party or a restriction on the 
right of another party， orwhen making a big change in certain procedures， thegovernment must give 
enough explanation， aswellωhear the opinions from parties concerned， tosatisfy established 
procedures. Without su班icient“noticeand hearing，" an unexpected administrative conduct would be 
unfair to the other party. The Administration must Iisten to the taxpayer's opinion， especially when 
血巴:yare planning a project using taxpayer's money. They are not allowed to use public money at their 
own discretion to build a gigantic palace， forexample. 80， the government must flrst make p剖 inent
information accessible to the taxpayers and then， make eforts to Iisten to their opinions. 
A similar concept has also been in仕'oducedin legislation， recently， asa system cal1ed “public 
comment." You wi1 find a lot of hits when you conduct a search on the Internet with “public 
comment" as a key word. Under the system， when the governm 
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case in which you do not have much va1id proofwhile the other side has abundant proof. Judging from 
the small amount of proof at hand， you might feel aggrieved by the other pぽ匂，and decide to file a 
damage suit. Then you could have the other party disc10se al pertinent information and rea1ize that 
the 0由自:rparty was not to blame， causing you to decide not to file a suit， after al. Of course， the 
revers巴couldhappen， too. Thinking in terms of judicial economics， and operating society in a more 
reasonable way， the disc10sure of important information and its proper understanding would certainly 
lead to the realization of a les stressful society. So， inmy personal view， the issue of discovery can be 
inc1uded in the ∞ntext of“notice and hearing，" although it may not be dea1t with in that way 
commonly. 
Subject Matters ofLegal Informatics 
With time limitations in mind， 1 wil1 leave abstract topics at this point， and go on to 
explanations of what legal informatics deals with. 
The chart (Input ・>Processing ・>Output) on Slide 6 isa basic mode1. Lega1 informatics 
deals with “legislative information" andぺjudicialinformation"一informationabout decisions or legal 
procedures. It also covers “lega1 information related to pubIic administration，" which includes intema1 
rules or decisions for叫minis釘ativ巴proceduresin government agencies. Such rules叩 ddecisions訂e







Slide 6; Subject Matters and Basic Model 
From my point of view， the above three kinds of information， which are the focus of lega1 
informatics， exist as a type of dynamic system， rather than in a static state. 
Information genera1ly tak:es th巴followingpath; an input is generated，也enprocessed， and 
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then， turned into some form of output.百leoutput comes back ω恥 sour田 oftheinput鎚 feedback.
This is the basic pa:町rn.Now， 1wil show how this flow applies to間関oflega1informatics. 
Regarding Judicial Information 
First1y， let's take judicia1 informationωan example， since this is the e鎚iestto understand. 
What corresponds ω“input" is a case. Somebody was hit by a car and got i吋ured.Somebody wants 
to receive a ta:x re釦ndωhepaid more than he should. Somebody is indignant because ofanother's 
derogatory remarks...These are cases. A case is an “input" to the court. 
Example 1 : Judicial Information 
Slide 7; Example 1 -Judicia1 Information 
Judiciai information is basica1ly “processed" in the machinery ofthe law. Today， courts are 
not the only machinery used to resolve disputes. Various systems other than courts， commonly known 
as“ADR" (Alternative Dispute Resolution)， arealso regarded as basic ωols for dispute resolution. A 
case comes into a dispute resolution mechanism including ADR， asan“input，" where some pro伺ssing
is applied. In th巴courts，a甘ialcorresponds to“processing." The processing， or甘ial，is conducted 
based on the principle that a case must be tried as stipulat渇dby law. What we have to consider is 
“Under which law is the trial being conducted?" and “Is the case realy being tried in strict compliance 
with the law?" Legal informatics is concerned with these two points. Whatever the situation， some 
“processing" is applied to the case as“input." 
What emerges as“output" for judicia1 information? For ∞urts， it isa“decision." For other 
ADRs， itis a “decision of arbitration" or aぺjudgmentofarbitration." In 胞団ntye釘s，an international 
organization called WIPO has been合equentlyemployed as an ADR. WIPO is a1so known as an 
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arbi甘atorin disputes over domain name. Decisions of arbitration made by WIPO釘ewell respected 
by most parties and thus， have a 1ぽgeinfluence. On WIPO's website， you can find examples of 
decisions reached in arbi甘ationcases. Just recently， there was an arbitration case -1 forget if it was 
relegated to WIPO -over a website with the domain name “newzealand.com.，3 The site is owned by 
a private company， and the New ZeaIand govemment filed a cIaim that the right ofusing this domain 
name should be given to the govemment， asthe name is suggestive ofthe New Zealand govemment. 
The cIaim was rejected， though， on the grounds that“.com" obviously indicates that the site beIongs to 
a commercial corporation. This is a difficult problem， isn't i註t? Should t白h巴domain na出叩rnebe 
“汁n田1悶ewzealan吋叫dι.品" the name could h加av刊ebeen ordered ω be handed over to the New ZeaIand 
g伊ov刊巴:rn百1m巴叩n凶1to叩n世白1巴groundst由ha瓜ti江tis 巴肝voωca:剖副t“iv刊eoft白h巴New ZeaIand Consulate or Embassy in Japan. So， 
th巴decisionis rather relative. 
Then， what does a ‘'feedbacle' mean? 1 wiI explain this， using as iIustration， the processes 
involved in a triaI. In many cases， bo血partiesare sufficientlysatisfied to close the case at白efirst 
level. When one pa町 isnot satisfied， however， it can lead to an appeals仕iaI.In that case， the 
decision of the first triaI， which is an output， comes backωa new input into the processing system of 
the appeal trial. Similarly， adecision made at the appeaIs tr・ialcomes outωan output; if both parties 
are satisfied， the cas巴isclosed at白atpoint; if not， the decision of the appeal trial， orthe output， turns 
into another input， which then goes into the processing scheme of the Supreme Court. In a formal 
sense， an output， ordecision， atthe Supreme Court level closes the case entirely. Yet， ina substantiaI 
sense， some cases do not end there -they are closed as individuaI cases， but a Supreme Court decision 
does not always put a period to the cas巴onceand for aI. For example， a decision could be proved to 
be faulty with血ediscovery of new evidence， severaI years after it was handed down. With fi∞dback 
in the form an appeal for retrial， the whole cycIe starts up once again. Also， a law upon which a 
controversial， final sentence is based could be changed， foIIowing a sociaI movement insisting that the 
defectiveness of the sentence should be attributed to certain flaws of the law. In the past， several 
sentences of the Supreme Cour 
3 WIPO Arbitration and Mediation Center， ADMINISTRATIVE PANEL DECISION， HER 
MAJESTY THE QUEEN， inright ofher Government in New ZeaIand， asTrustee for the Citizens， 
Organizations and State ofNew Zealand， acting by and through the Honourable Jim Sutton， the 
Associat巴Ministerof F oreign Affairs and Trade v. Vi巾 alCoun甘ies，Inc， Case No. D2002・0754
h枇p:l/arbiter.wipo.intldomains/decisions/html/2002/d2002心754.html
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Regarding Legislative InformatioD 
The same process，ωjust described for judicial information， can a1so be applied to 
legislative information. This kind of processing is done at a legislative body， oran assembly， like the 
House of Representatives and the House of Counci1ors for Japan， 0巳for巴xample，Yamagata 
Prefectura1 Assembly or Yamagata Municipal Assembly for Yamagata Prefecture. Smaller legislative 
bodies are neighborhood associations or town counci1s. They are a d回isionmechanism handling 
“processing." When legislation of a new law or amendment to a specific law is requested， that request 
is processed in an assembly， and a new law or an iunendment law is generatedωm “output." 
Generally， the process ends with an output， but sometimes， the output comes back鑓 f田dback，as for 
example， inthe case of an amendment law that is amended once again， after it has been found to be 
unsatisfactory in implementation. The process of1egislative information may seem e悩弘前explained
above， but actually， it isnot that simple. This is why 1 took it up separately企omjudicialinformation， 
as 1 wil1 now show in Example 2 on Slide 8. What is quite obvious withjudicial matters remains rather 
more unc1ear in the case of legislative issue唖.
Example 2;しegislativeInformation 
• Process= Discussion at t¥β吃
k 
• Output= Enactment of L.a.ws 
Slide 8; Example 2 -Legislative Information 
Evident1y， a trial results合'omsome kind of trouble as“input." One can readi1y understand 
the causal relationship between a trial and an event， a1though one may not know how it wi1 be 
resolved. Since a decision is clearly presented in the form of a document，伽outputof how the case 
unfolds is a1so very easy tofollow. 
Now， let's cゅmparethe process of legislation with that of a tria1. 
In recent ye釘8，deliberations in government committee meetings or plenary sessions are 
o丘enbroadcast on TV or血rough血eInternet， 80 we have the opportunity ωobserve a bi1 being 
deliberated on， inreal-time. Also， the deliberations are documented as proceedings， which are made 
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avai1able to the public for searching and viewing at the National Diet Library's website. Thus， the 
fonnal ωpects of the deliberations are visible to us. So紅巳theresultant statutes， because they釘e
always published in gazettes. This means that the output is a1so accessible to us， inaddition to the 
processmg. 
. However， some statutes m~巴 youwonder who really requested them. It often happens血at
a bil has been somehow drafted and pωsed， while it is stil unc1ear who really needs such a law. Of 
course， someone must have requested such legislation， but one has no indication of who that person 
might be. In fact， 1know a case in which one government oficial stubbornly insisted on a particular 
law being established and eventua1ly had his way， while most people were against it. In Japan， this 
aspect of legislation is left invisible in the current legislative system. One cannot find out who 
requested a certain law， oramendment law， currently under deliberation at the legislative body. 1 mean， 
the “input" is not c1early presented in the current system. 
The reason 1 see legal infonnation in the flow of "input， processing and output，" is that 1 
believe that， inperceiving an event in tenns oflega1 infonnation， we cannot understand the meaning of 
lega1 infonnation， unl巴swe understand the basic reason why that legal information is processed or 
output. 
As for the previously given example of a trial， one wil not be able ωaccurately evaluate 
whether the decision madeω 白巴outputof the tria1 is appropriate or not， without understanding由e
trouble triggering the original trial. Whether that particular processing was properly carried out 
becomes clear only by comparing血einput and the output. How can one know if the processing of an 
input was right or wrong， when infonnation about the input is concealed? 
Suppose you are using a ∞mputer or a word processoれ Typingin the leters 勺匂nagata
Dai，仰向!"(meaning Yamagata University) in hiragana， you press Convert Key or Space Key. When 
the hiragana leters are converted into corresponding Chinese characters， you tend ωthink ithas been 
properly processed. However， you would not be able to judge ifthe word-processing software you are 
using is ぬnctioningwell or not， just by seeing four Chinese characters standing for Yamagata 
University displayed. You can judge how good the program is， only when you find the Chinese 
characters converted correctly， and a1so see， with yo町 owneyes， a11 the input， processing and output 
done. With only an output presented， you would never know ifthe processing is appropriate， orifthe 
program is good or not. 
The same thing can be applied to the realm of law. To know what is an input or what is an 
output is crucial. Above al， since the democracy of Japan is based on tbe doctrine of“Rule-by-Law，" 
江shouldmake us su吋ectto加 disciplineof law. If infonnation about who originally required 
passage of certain rules is not provided， one cannot discern what is democratic and what is not. 1 
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Now， 1would like to move on to discuss some legal issues， astime is running out and we stil 
have much ground to cover. 
One ofthe challenges ofthe current situation in legal information is that we need to establish 
some kind of right of access to obtain invisible or inaccessible information.百einformation about 
proponents of a certain statute，ぉdiscussedpreviously， does exist anywhere， and thus remains unseen 
ωus because it is not made open to the public. In some cases， the proposa¥ for some legislation might 
be made in a high-c1ass， Japanese-style restaurant， where hostesses are serving sake to the guests. Or， 
in a crimina¥ case， somebody might offer money to a Diet member， asking for the relaxing of some 
regulation. Nodding at the bribe money， the politician might exert his influence to instigate change of 
the regulation. 
Information about such instances is ∞ncea¥ed from us. We do not have any means to access 
this kind ofbackground history now， but we must make it accessible， 1 believe. 
Under the Freedom of Information Law， ev町 oneis a¥lowed access to information held by 
administrative organizations， tosome degree. Of course， restrictions are imposed on access to certain 
kinds of information， but the law sets a c1ear standard defining the degree of accessibility to various 
kinds of information. The criterion for accessibility is made explicit. However， information about 
tria¥s isnot included in the sωpe ofthis Freedom ofInformation Law， which deals with 叫 ninis回iive
information only. Trials are governed by judicial power， not by administrative authority. There is no 
巴quivalenceωtheFreedom of Information Law provided for information under the jurisdiction of 
court. 
Such being the current situation， don't you think it would be better that court information 
also be disc10s吋 tothe public， since anyone of us might very easily get involved in a lega¥ case， on田
or twi∞in life? Imagine when you get ticketed for speeding， for example. You think you wil¥ get 
through with a simple administrative punishment for a traffic offense， but it is possible the case will be 
brought to trial. Should your case be judged "malicious，" you might be even ordered to court. Some of 
you might see a speeding fine as another kind oft蹴，but formal trial proceedings are often t肱en，even
for traffic offencω. It is just that you are not aware出atyou may possibly be tried. Besides speeding， 
in the future you might get involved in trouble over loan transactions， ordivorce problems， for 
example. 
Then， how on earth can you possibly judge if a court is reliable enough to try your case， 
when you are not provided wi血sufficientinformation? As you can see， limited access to information 
carries with it many problems. 
This problem oflimited access to information also applies to an assembly， which is also out 
ofthe scope ofthe Freedom ofInformation Law because it is a legislative body， not朗 adminis回 tive
body. Thus， itis essential for us to examine and establish procedures to request disclosure of 
information from judicia¥ or legislative power. 
Concept of "Public Domain" 
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“Adjustment with Other Con甘adictingInterests，"ωprinted on Slide 9， was a previously 
discussed topic. Now， let's examine this again，也istime from the viewpoint of“public" incorporated. 
しegallssues
• Legal Information 1也elf 、叫て令制管
• E:蜘blis~~entof the Right，ft悦益社出がLegal j 
Information .e 
. Establishment of means tJぜdiscloseany自らrma針。n'¥ 
which disclosure law can not be applied '九 E
圃 Adjustmentwith OtherContradicting ~拍e陀S也
. Conflict with Privacy etc. 主投 3 
圃 Establishmentof a Cdnception of P滋




Slide 9; Legal Issues 
Looking back on the legal education 1 received， and recollecting books 1 read when 1 was 
studying jurisprudence， 1 think too litle attention has been paid to the concept of the public in 
conventionaI legal cducation. 1 mean， the textbooks examine the protection of individuaI interest or 
basic human rights from the viewpoint of individual rights. However， on careful thought， it should be 
noted that we have to see things from the viewpoint ofthe public， too， because we are living in a public 
sphere. 
For example， you are aIlowed to walk on a road b∞ause a road belongs to the public space. 
You are not permitted towalk around on privately開ownedland -you can even be sued. A general road 
is o'penωus because it is public property. 1 guess you have Boso・zoku(dangerous hot-automobile 
riders) in Yamagata， too. Whyare血eybad? It is because they occupy public roads with hundreds of 
motorbikes and cars. They monopolize the space which is supposed to be equally available to叩 ybody.
Along wi出 theiractivities come various forms of violence. In other words， they are using a place 
which should be equaIly available 'to us al as public property， fortheir own， exclusive interests. This 
is an improper use ofa public place， asit is privatization ofwhat originally belongs to the public. 
Perceiving law in this context， 1 believe law exists in the public sphere. It is neither 
something owned by some private publisher as another corporate asset nor something to be hidden， 
like'a treasure， bysome govemment high-ranking official at his desk drawer. It is an asset within白e
public sphere， and we al have the right to use it impartially. Law must be available to us any time， as
public roads are. We should al have equaI acce民towhat is in the public sphere. 
When the road is congested， you cannot proceed， ，smoothly. Somehow you have to bear it， 
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because al the drivers on the road are equally stuck in回.fic.Everyone has to exercise patience. It is 
important to ensure企eeyet fair availability or access in such a public pla回.Then again， this world is 
not composed of“public" factors alone; it has many“private" entities， which belong to a totally 
different Sphere. So， inconsidering adjustment between one interest and another， itis often easier to 
find a good solution when you assume that the two are of di能 rentnatures， rather than weighing the 
two， with the assumption that由eyare inherently the same. A number of problems c佃 beapproached 
more adequate1y by applying白econcept of、ublicdomain." 
The problem here is， however， that what belongs to the public sphere in a theoretical sense is 
not deemed so by many Japanese people. 
For example， do you， ordo you not think proceedings conducted in a court are public 
prope町?1血inkthey are. The Constitution guarantees the right ωan open trial. Viewing this right 
from the opposite angle， the public also has the right ofmonitoring trials，ωensure that judges do not 
make inappropriate or self-righteous decisions. The open trial system has two aspects. On one hand， 
the system protects the right of an individual to receive a fair trial by allowing other people to monitor 
the procedures， thus protecting the individual from unfair treatment by judges or prosecutors. On the 
¥¥other hand， the system is also designed ωensure the right of i飽citizensto moniωr legal proceedings， 
to which they are not directly concerned， toensure that they are ∞nducted properly. Originally， trials 
were carried out in a sort of‘'kangaroo court" (the term may sound a bit strange here， though) at a 
public space like an agora. Now that trials are given inside a building and thus limiting the number of 
p巴opleallowed to observe court proceedings， anyone should be admitted to observe any廿ial，in 
principle. 
In the United States， the concept explained above is quite prevalent. When you do a search 
on the Intemet using two keywords “Supreme Court USA" and “transcript，" you wil¥ get to a site 
operated by the United States Supreme Court showing video recordings of oral pleadings going on. 
All the oral proceedings are disclosed entirely.4 As you know， several TV stations in the United States 
have live broadcasting of court proceedings. It is based on the beliefthat community members have an 
interest in甘ialsand thus， have the right to constant1y monitor how judges make deci 
4 Supreme Court ofthe United States; Oral Arguments 
h抗p://www.supreme∞u吋us.gov/oral_:ぽguments/oral_arguments.html
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proceedings in the Bush vs. Gore case at the Supreme Court， which had just been aired on TV at that 
time. 1 remember him saying，“1 had the students discuss what the case was basically about.τ'heyhad 
a very good discussion." 
Now， 1 wou¥d like to point out to you that you only learn “the letter" when you learn about 
“trial" or “litigation" at university. Some universities have a moot court， but it is no more than an 
imitation of a real court. No practica¥ proceedings are conducted there. Anyone who claims he or she 
understands what a trial is， without having observed som巴realcourt proceedings， isa liar in my view. 
When someone who you know has never got behind the whee1 says to you“1 can drive，" you would 
cal him a liar， wouldn't you? Well， itwould have been a¥l right ωsay that someone “has the 
knowledge about court proceedings，" but having knowledge about a甘ia¥does not mean one rea¥ly 
knows how a trial proceeds. 
In Japan， people be1ieve that白eyare living in a democratic society， and that any tria¥ will be 
conducted according to proper procedures under law. It is up to you to embrace such a be1i巴fwithout
any critical examination， but can you rea¥ly accept it when you have no way to verify its rightfulness? 
We need to have some way to verify that. History tels us that many people were persecuted in secret 
trials. Hundreds ofthousands ofp∞ple were brought to military trials佃 dexecuted in secret. Such a 
historica¥ background ¥ed to the estabIishment ofthe principle of open court process. Certainly， some 
maysee江disgracefulthat his or her persona¥ case is disc10sed to the public. Despite such a drawback， 
the open trial system must be considered far better than being tried in secrecy. 
The conception 1 have presented 50 far holds加 etheoretically， but most Japanese tend to be 
reluctant to regard a trial as being part of a pubIic sphere. It is because they see being put on trialお削
embarrassing experience in itself and that it is a shame to have their own private rnatters exposed. 
However， Japanese need to change this way of thinking. Shift in mentaIity may be essentia¥ in 
addressing this problern. Talking about rnentaIity， this topic wil¥ be about the Japanese culture， and not 
Iirnited to白巴ぽeaof lega¥ inforrnation. It should be noted that this issue is not only re1ated to culture 
but also to our way ofliving. In the global world oftoday， 1assurne some ofyou wiIl find yourselves 
working in some job overseas， inthe future. In order ωsurvive佃 ycircumstances in肌.yp訂tof 
Outlook for the Future 
1 wilI conclude rny talk with “Outlook for the Future." 
1 would Iike you， ofthe next generation， tobe particularly aware that the legal inforrnation of 
a country is not only for its people. This is shown in Slide 10. 
For examp¥e， no co中orationis wi1¥ing to make a new investment in a foreign country unless 
they can be sure their ∞rporate activities there， such as opening new branches， will be reasonably 
protected by law. Imagine a cornpany making a snap decision to operate in another coun甘yand later 
finding themselves in some big trouble. What iftheir overseas af・i!atedcomp叩 ywere put under the 
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control of the local govemment by some seemingly unreasonable policy， orif their claims regarding 
some business釘oublewere brushed offby a local court? The investment would appear鎚 absurdas 
pouring money down the drain. Calculating investment risks would be impossible for such a country. 
Now， you see伽，tit is very im抑制ltfor a coun町 toprovide sufficient information about its legal 
system and how itis working. Failing to provide such information， acoun'町 islikely to be deemed凶
a high-risk coun町 asa whole， naturally losing value筒 aninvestment destination. When investments 
from other countries decre錨鳥山eeconomy of a countηwould continue to worsen， letalone help it 
get over a recession. What 1 am saying also applies to Japan. 1 think this coun町wouldnot be able to 
get its economy back on a positive track， unless it made clear to the rest ofthe world how its rules are 
applied and that血eyare properly applied. 
Another point 1 would like to discuss is “Factors for Establishing Intemational Relations，" 
ωshown in Slide 10. To advocate intemational collaboration and global合iendshipis easier said than 
done. Let me cite a familiar example. When you meet new people， you do not make合iendswithjust 
anyone， doyou? You do not shake h釦dswith someone you do not trust. The basis for trust in a 
partner difers c舗eby case， orfrom person to person. You shake hands with someone because you 
judge that personωbe trustworthy， based on your own value system.' It is the same with relationships 
between countries. Even血oughtwo countr・ieswith totaly di宜erentsocial bases might be able to build 
up a parmership， byentering inωsome treaty， their relationship would likely fal through at some point 
in the future. To begin with， one would even be at a los， about what to do to improve the relationship， 
without sharing information伽，tvalidates也ereliability ofthe other party as a partner. 
1 previously said that Japan needs to make legal information available in order ωsurvive in 
the intemational community. Now， you can see that it is actually related to the ∞，ntext ofintemational 
cooperation，ぉwel.
In Slide 10， 1 a1so wrote “Legal infonnation must be available for immediate use." 1 think 1 
would not have made such a statement 10 years ago. Today， it has become possible to utilize 
information speedily via networks. We have built up an infrastructure. The remaining problem is 
that we have very litle ∞ntent， that is， digitized legal infonnation， assuch information has 
tradit 
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provisions requires rather laborious efforts. Also， adatabase of legal information needs to provide 
background knowledge or concepts about a law as well as information about examples of application， 
to meet practical demand. 
What 1 would Iike to emphasize is that the text in the Compendium ofLaws is nothing more 
than a bunch ofletters， ifone does not study its meanings or usage by reading pertinent textbooks. You 
see the meaning of legal education there. Certainly， memorizing the leter of the law is a minimum 
requirement in learningjurisprudence. 1 am not saying you have to learn al the provisions by heart， 
but you are required to remember important provisions， atleast. However， you need more白血rote
learning to make practical use ofyour knowledge. 
For example， you want to drive a car called 
by rememb 巴ぽr台i討ngt由h巴name. You need to know how to step on the accelerator or shift gears， at
minimum， todrive a car. lt is恥 samewith law. You c削 notuse itjust by learning the le出roflaw. 
You have to learn its usage皿dmeaning， aswell. In addition to that， knowing the scope of application 
of each law is also essential. That is what learning law means. Therefore， textbooks are absolute¥y 
necessary. 
As for writing good textbooks for legal education， orteaching the meaning of legal 
provisions， 0貸icialsof legislatures or courts are going to be too busy to take on白紙task.So， the臼sk
will continue to be committed to university professors or private corporations in businesses related ω 
law. 
Legal informatics in the future is going to grow in value， more than ever， inthe educational 
sense， too. This is how 1 perceive this academic discipline. Thank you. 
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